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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which descriptions are correct for VPT300?
A. Built-in binocular camera can detect 3D information
B. Detects speaker's location through horizontal and vertical
MIC arrays

C. As soon as the sound is detected, the VFT300 will display
the sounder close-up screen
D. VPT300 uses face and human shape recognition algorithms to
ensure accurate tracking
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the purpose of relative filters?
A. report on previous port usage
B. generate historical and real-time reports for the previous
week
C. generate historical time reports for the previous week
D. filter spam emails from reaching the email queues
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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NEW QUESTION: 3
You are preparing for the first backup of the Contact Center
Manager Server (CCMS) The
environment requires a backup to a remote directory Which step
is required for a successful database
backup via the Contact Center Database Maintenance window?
A. Verify that a backup tape is available
B. Shut down all services on the CCMS
C. Add the Windows user account to the "Log on as a backup"
policy
D. Configure backup username using ServerName\username format
under the Backup Location tab
Answer: D
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